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EFICO, green coffee specialist

since 1926





EFICO is a green coffee specialist acting as a connector in the coffee value chain since 1926. We connect coffee farmers with coffee roasters and are committed to sustainably sourcing and delivering safe, qualitative green coffee and tailor-made services to our worldwide clients. We are looking forward to work with you on the development of qualitative and sustainable coffee, valuing all people along the journey!















EFICO GROUP | COMMUNICATION ON PROGRESS | YEAR 2023

EFICO GROUP's 'Communication on Progress' is now available and we would love to share it with you. ...



Read the full story here
29 Mar





Facts, Alternative Facts and Fact Checking Ethiopian Wild Forest Coffee

Several recent publications have provided valuable insights into this matter, yielding somewhat unexpected findings. ...



Read the full story here
20 Mar





Why Teaming Up with a Green Coffee Importer makes sense…

And not just from an economic point of view... ...



Read the full story here
26 Feb





RWANDA : What to Expect from Crop 23/24?

News from the Field topped off with the latest Rwandan Coffee Crop Insights & Foresights. ...



Read the full story here
12 Feb





CUPRIMA’s Coffee Calendar: A Roaster’s Guide

As a coffee roaster, staying attuned to the seasonality of coffee is crucial. ...



Read the full story here
23 Jan





Fieldtrip Honduras & Nicaragua – EFICO Green Trader Journal

The Honduras & Nicaragua edition from EFICO'S Green Coffee Traders Jean & Renaud. First-hand Insights & ...



Read the full story here
23 Jan





EFICO PLANTS 2024 TREES WITH IMPACT IN TANZANIA

EFICO plants 2024 trees in Tanzania, initiating and facilitating reforestation, nature conservation and agroforestry ...



Read the full story here
21 Dec





LET’S PLAN(T) OUR FUTURE TOGETHER

The future is now and we want to plan(t) it with you. Let 2024 be a year of positive impact.

 



Read the full story here
20 Dec





20 YEARS  OF EFICO FOUNDATION | COUNTING OUR BLESSINGS

Thank you for making a difference with us ! ...



Read the full story here
23 Nov





Recent Developments in Coffee Processing  | The Impact Edition

What's the impact on the cup, on the livelihoods of the farmers, on the (future of the specialty) coffee industry? ...



Read the full story here
12 Nov





Origin Snapshot : BRAZIL

Frank Sinatra sang, 'They grow an awful lot of coffee in Brazil.' It is unquestionably true.

  ...



Read the full story here
31 Oct





BRAZIL : WHAT TO EXPECT FROM CROP 2023/2024 ?

The story of coffee in Brazil begins with an intriguing tale involving a Brazilian lieutenant and his liaison with ...



Read the full story here
10 Oct





Recent Developments in Coffee Processing | Unlocking Flavours

Everything you Always Wanted to Know About Postharvesting Techniques, Coffee Processing, Fermentation, Modulations ...



Read the full story here
20 Sep





KILIMANJARO Coffee & EFICO FOUNDATION Flagship Project ‘WATER & FOOD FOR ALL’ Combi

Tanzania is home to the highest point in Africa. The title belongs to none other than the famous Mount Kilimanjaro.  ...



Read the full story here
6 Sep





20 YEARS EFICO FOUNDATION | HIGHLIGHTS, INSIGHTS & LESSONS LEARNED FROM 2 FLAGSHIP PROJECTS

Thank you for making a difference with us since 2003. Let's get ready for EFICO FOUNDATION's Jubileum ! ...



Read the full story here
28 Aug





IN THE SPOTLIGHT | EAST AFRICA | The Fabulous Flavour Diversity of World’s Wildest Coffees

Africa is the birthplace of coffee. From the forests of East Africa, coffee spread all around the world. Today the ...



Read the full story here
21 Aug





The ‘SPECIAL’ Edition | What’s so Special about ‘Specialty Cacao’ & ‘Specialty Coffee’ ?

From their origins and artisanal craftsmanship, to the complex flavours, speciality coffee & chocolate have ...



Read the full story here
14 Aug





What are the Great ‘Waves’ of Coffee ?

Throughout its history, coffee culture and coffee consumption have been riding a few waves. ...



Read the full story here
1 Aug





EL SALVADOR  WHAT TO EXPECT FROM CROP 2022/2023 ?

Coffee from El Salvador has long been an unsung hero. But El Salvador is an origin like no other.



Read the full story here
14 Jul





Connecting the Value Chain, based on a Greater Common Purpose | Beyond Certification

There is a lot of talk about doing the right thing in the coffee industry and we at EFICO regularly engage in ...



Read the full story here
3 Jul





EFICO GROUP | COMMUNICATION ON PROGRESS | YEAR 2022

EFICO GROUP's 'Communication on Progress' is now available and we would love to share it with you. ...



Read the full story here
29 Jun





2003-2023 | 20 YEARS EFICO FOUNDATION | 20 YEARS OF IMPACT

Thank you for making a difference with us since 2003. Let's get ready for EFICO FOUNDATION's Jubilee Year! ...



Read the full story here
31 May





COSTA RICA : What to Expect from Crop 22/23?

Costa Rica is a haven for quality coffee. The climate, the soil, the altitude — for coffee growing it doesn’t get ...



Read the full story here
24 May





ETHIOPIA : What to Expect from Crop 22/23?

Ethiopia is responsible for harvesting & distributing 3% of the world’s overall coffee supply. Exports are ...



Read the full story here
26 Apr





INSIGHT INTO EFICO’s QUALITY POLICY and Why Everybody Loves EFICO’s Quality Laboratories

Why Everybody Loves EFICO's Quality Laboratories | A Peek Behind the Scenes



Read the full story here
18 Apr





Coffee Chemistry & Acidity: A Roast & Brew Guide

Whether your aim when roasting or brewing is to highlight a coffee’s natural, juicy acidity or avoid nasty sour no ...



Read the full story here
30 Mar





Guatemala Fieldtrip 2023 – EFICO Green Trader Journal

There is no better way to start the new year with a trip to origin to buy coffee and build relationships... ...



Read the full story here
13 Mar





TERROIR – WHY COFFEE IS (NOTHING) LIKE WINE…

Terroir, that magical, elusive word is most often associated with wine but applies just as much to coffee. 



Read the full story here
15 Feb





COFFEE FOR PEOPLE, PEOPLE FOR COFFEE

Thank you for making a difference with us since 2003. Let's kick off our Jubilee Year! ...



Read the full story here
13 Feb





Insight into the C-Market and its influence on the price of coffee

We were able to convince our seasoned veteran of the coffee trade Michel Germanès to demistify this tricky commodity. ...



Read the full story here
6 Feb





WHY COFFEE VARIETIES MATTER…

Biodiversity is important among any and all plant species, and coffee is no exception.



Read the full story here
16 Jan





EFICO PLANTS 2023 TREES WITH AN IMPACT

The future is now, and we’re happy to plan(t) it together with you. Let 2023 be a year of positive impact!

 



Read the full story here
20 Dec





LET’S PLAN(T) OUR FUTURE TOGETHER

We’re happy to plan(t) 2023 trees together with you.
Let 2023 be a year of positive impact!



Read the full story here
18 Dec





November 2022 – Fieldtrip Colombia: Insights, Foresights and Lessons Learned

Together with our Colombian partner InConexus and some of our fellow roasters, we travelled through Colombia. ...



Read the full story here
14 Dec





Origin Snapshot : ETHIOPIA

Ethiopia, beyond Heirlooms & Hybrids
Update from the Field

  ...



Read the full story here
13 Dec





What to Expect from Next Burundian Crop ?

News from the Field - Burundi Update: the latest coffee crop insights & foresights.



Read the full story here
28 Nov





THE GENDER EQUITY INDEX TOOL

A Common Language and Framework for Action on Gender Equity ...



Read the full story here
21 Nov





Rwanda: What to Expect from Next Crop?

The latest Rwandan next crop insights, topped off with an exciting Rwandan coffee novelty ! ...



Read the full story here
7 Nov





Brazil: What to Expect from next Crop?

The latest Brazilian next crop insights, topped off with some exciting Brazilian coffee novelties... ...



Read the full story here
14 Oct





A Coffee & Music Situationship : Sonic Seasoning

'Sonic Seasoning' is the growing scientific field that uses sound to make food/drinks taste better. ...



Read the full story here
5 Oct





October 1, 2022 – Happy International Coffee Day !

Since 2003, the Efico Group has adhered to the 10 United Nations Global Compact (UNGC) Principles - covering Human ...



Read the full story here
28 Sep





Cuprima supports World Coffee Research

We are very honoured to team up with with World Coffee Research. Not only do we fully support the preservation and ...



Read the full story here
15 Sep





The Art of Roasting – from a Roaster and a Green Coffee Importer’s Point of View

Roasting requires a lot of devotion and knowledge. Roasting is a craft, an art, a true passion. ...



Read the full story here
7 Sep





#Cinnamongate: When Experimental Fermentation Meets Criticism

Infusing coffee with flavours has been a hot topic for some time, generating a lot of buzz in the coffee industry. ...



Read the full story here
10 Aug





The Cup of Excellence, and Why it Matters

Small farmers can enter and win the Cup of Excellen ce for the first time, flavour profiles continue to amaze and ...



Read the full story here
23 Jul





What to know About Cascara, The Coffee Drink That’s More Like Tea

Cascara is found somewhere at the intersection of coffee and tea, and although it comes from the coffee plant, the ...



Read the full story here
14 Jul





Where does the taste of coffee come from?

The taste of a cup of coffee that we all love and cherish has a very complex origin, as it is influenced by many ...



Read the full story here
29 Apr





Ethiopia: birthplace of coffee

From the delicious floral Sidamo up to the bright Guji coffee, the wide range of Ethiopian flavour varieties has ...



Read the full story here
25 Mar





Ethiopia: What to Expect from Crop 2022

After traveling to Ethiopia, visiting our partners and selecting our 2022 crops, we thought a recap on the ...



Read the full story here
7 Mar





The Cupping & Quality lab: the heart of our business

Quality is one of our cornerstones. To that end, we’ve built a dedicated team of Green Coffee Quality Experts and Q ...



Read the full story here
25 Feb





Interview with EFICO Central America’s Director Renaud Cuchet

What better way to kick-start 2022 with than some insights of our local office in Guatemala.
Have a coffee and ...



Read the full story here
28 Jan





Cupping Coffee for Science

We took part in the World Coffee Research International Multi-Location Variety Trial cupping experiment. Read on to ...



Read the full story here
20 Dec





Have you ever heard about thermal fermentation ?

To answer this question, we spoke with Luis Campos from Cordillera de Fuego in Costa Rica. Luis Campos is the owner ...



Read the full story here
24 Aug





Frost in Brazil – A new challenge tackling the coffee world.

As many of you have already seen in photos, Brazil has been hit by a wave of frost in 3 coffee regions in the past w ...



Read the full story here
27 Jul





Partnership for Gender Equity Developing Gender Equity Index for the Coffee Industry

One of the goals of the index will be to “provide a shared language about gender-equitable capacity-building at ...



Read the full story here
19 Feb





Announcement EFICO Group / CUPRIMA Coffee

We are proud to announce you that a brand new specialty coffee division is born within the EFICO Group: CUPRIMA Coffee ...



Read the full story here
13 Jul





EFICO GROUP TO SUPPORT WORLD COFFEE RESEARCH GLOBAL COFFEE MONITORING PROGRAM

The EFICO Group announces a US$90,000 contribution to World Coffee Research. This commitment supports the ...



Read the full story here
16 Apr
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Origins



We offer a wide range of coffee origins and qualities. By sourcing primarily from local actors, we aim to boost economic growth. Discover our origins expertise and coffee qualities here.



Read more
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Coffee Value Chain



As a green coffee specialist, part of our role is to be the connector in the value chain from farm to cup. By sourcing primarily from local actors, we boost economic growth. Our local offices play a crucial role in sourcing sustainably and facilitating the connection in the coffee chain.



Read more
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Cuprima Coffee



CUPRIMA is our specialty coffee division and an additional response of EFICO to the growing need to promote flavour and origin diversity. We source coffee with a unique profile, while sharing the amazing, unique identity and work of coffee farmers and foster stable, sustainable supply chains that make sense in today’s challenging environment.



Read more
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Efico Foundation



At EFICO, our sustainable sourcing commitment goes hand in hand with investment in a sustainable coffee future through our EFICO Foundation. Established as a private foundation in 2003, the EFICO Foundation’s goal is to positively impact coffee farmers’ livelihoods, prosperity and environment.



Read more







Newsletter







By completing your details below, you will be added to our contacts list.

Stay informed about the latest coffee discoveries and much more.

Cheers! ☕
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Efico NV

Italiëlei 181

2000 Antwerp

Belgium

+32 (0)3 233 78 65






Communication On Progress Reports


EFICO GROUP REPORT | YEAR 2023

RAPPORT DU GROUPE EFICO | ANNÉE 2023
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